
Information leaflet, 6 -13 July 2020
Welcome back to the National Gallery of Ireland. We’ve missed you!

Today you will ind Rooms 1-5, our temporary exhibition Moment in Time: A Legacy 
of Photographs | Works from the Bank of America Collection and our Gallery Shop 
open.

Entry to Moment in Time is free of charge this week, 6–13 July, only.

Certain measures have been put in place to ensure the health and safety of our 
visitors. We ask you to consider the following as you move through the building:

• Please follow signposted instructions throughout the building and sanitise 
your hands at the stations provided.
• We are operating a one-way system through the building – please observe the
yellow	floor	markings which will guide you on your visit.
• We kindly ask that you observe social distancing throughout your visit,
maintaining a minimum two-metre distance between you and other visitors.
• The Gallery is operating at reduced capacity, with limited numbers permitted
in each area. For your own safety, you may have to queue before entrance to
some parts of the Gallery. We ask that you are particularly mindful of social
distancing while queuing.
• Please observe maximum capacity signage and consider the advice of Gallery
staff.

Colour-coded Trails

We recommend that you follow one of our colour-coded trails. 

You can begin your trail on the left-hand side of Room 5, then simply follow the yellow 
arrows and look out for coloured stripes on our object labels. 

Works marked with green stripes will guide you through highlights of the collection, 
while our family favourites trail is marked in pink.

Use your own smartphone and headphones to listen to a small selection of audio-
guide tracks for works on the colour-coded trails and for our Moment in Time 
exhibition. Audio tracks available on our website: www.nationalgallery.ie/visit-us/
audio-guides

FOR THE SAFETY OF OTHERS, WE ASK THAT YOU RECYCLE THIS LEAFLET OR TAKE IT HOME WITH YOU. 
Thank you for your continued support. 


